We are committed to providing you with the best and latest products on the market today for all your applications. We are aligned with thousands of manufacturers around the globe to offer single-source ordering convenience for the quality products you need, when you need them. This list includes our leading suppliers of scientific and safety products. Visit fishersci.com or contact your Fisher Scientific Sales Representative for information on suppliers not listed.

| 3M COMPANY | 3M PURIFICATION | ABNIOVA CORPORATION | ACCUFORM SIGNS | ACROS ORGANICS | AFOCLEAN SYSTEMS | AIR SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL | AIR-TITE PRODUCTS | AKRO MILS | ALCONOX | ALFA AESAR | ALPHA PRO TECH | ALPHA TEC SYSTEMS, INC. | AMPAC FLEXIBLES | ANALYTIX JENA | ANSELL | APPLIED BIOSYSTEMS | ASSOCIATED BAG COMPANY | ATAGO USA, INC. | AXGEN | BACHARACH, INC. | BD BIOSCIENCES | BD DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS | BD VACUTAINER | BECKMAN COULTER | BEL-ART PRODUCTS | BENCHMARK SCIENTIFIC | BENCHPRO, INC. | BERKSHIRE CORPORATION | BEMIS | BEVCO | BIO-SERVE | BIO-TECHNE | BIO PLAS, INC. | BIO-CHEM | BIODECISION | BIOPTECHS | BIOTEK INSTRUMENTS | BID | BOKEL, SCIENTIFIC | BRADLEY, INC. | BRADY WORLDWIDE | BRANDT TECHNICAL | BRANSON ULTRASONICS | BRISKHEAT | BRIGHTLINE CASEWORK | BBTX HARVARD APPARATUS | BÜCHI ANALYTICAL, INC. | BÜCHI | BÜCHI LABORATORIES, INC. | BULLARD COMPANY | BURRELL SCIENTIFIC | CAFRIMO, LTD. | CANNON INSTRUMENT COMPANY | CAPITOL SAFETY | CARDINAL HEALTH | CARESTREAM HEALTHCARE, INC. | CHEMETRICS, INC. | CINCINNATI SURGICAL | CMC RESCUE | COLE-PARMER | CONAIR CORPORATION | CONTEC | CONTROL COMPANY | COORSTEK, INC. | CORNING | CPC | CPI INTERNATIONAL, INC. | CROSSTEX INTERNATIONAL | CT INTERNATIONAL | CURRAN TAYLOR | CURRENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC. | DECON LABS, INC. | DICKSON COMPANY | DIGLAB INC. | DOMINICK HUNTER, INC. | DOW CORNING | DRÄGER SAFETY | DRUMMOND SCIENTIFIC COMPANY | DUPONT PROTECTION TECHNOLOGIES | DYNA LAB PRODUCTS | EAGLE MANUFACTURING | EDWARDS VACUUM | ELECTRIX | ELMA | EPPENDORF NORTH AMERICA | ERODOYNE | EURONIS NMR OPERON | EVOS | EXCELA TOOLS | EXPEDION | FALCON | FISHER SCIENTIFIC | BASIX | FISHERBRAND | FISHER BIOTECHNOLOGIES | FISHER BIOSERVICES | FISHER CHEMICAL | FISHER CONTAINER CORPORATION | FOAMTEC INTERNATIONAL | FOSS NORTH AMERICA | FOTODYNE, INC. | FUNGILAB | GAST MANUFACTURING | GE HEALTHCARE LIFE SCIENCES | GFS CHEMICALS | GIBCO | GILSON, INC. | GOJO INDUSTRIES, INC. | GOSSATIN | GRAPHIC CONTROLS | GREINER BIO-ONE | GVS | HAMILTON COMPANY | HAWS CORPORATION | H-B INSTRUMENT | HEATHROW | HEIDOLPH NORTH AMERICA | HF SCIENTIFIC | HIGH FIVE | HÖFEKER, INC. |

**Note:** Blue font denotes suppliers for whom Fisher Scientific is the exclusive national channel for all or part of the product line.
HONEYWELL ANALYTICS
HONEYWELL FIRST RESPONDER
HONEYWELL RESEARCH CHEMICALS
BURDICK & JACKSON
FLUKA
RIEDEL-DE HAËN
HONEYWELL SAFETY PRODUCTS
HOURGLASS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
HUMBOLDT MANUFACTURING
HYGENA
IBI SCIENTIFIC
ILC DOVER, INC.
INTERMETRO INDUSTRIES
INTERNATIONAL ENVIRGARD
INVITROGEN
ITW TEXWIPES
JUSTRITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
J.T. BAKER
KD SCIENTIFIC
KEMTECH AMERICA, INC.
KENT SCIENTIFIC
KM ACT CORPORATION
KIMBERLY-CLARK
KINEMATICA
KINESIS
KNF CORPORATION
KNF NEUBERGER, INC.
KOEPFER INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC.
LAB ARMOR
LABCHEM
LABCONCO CORPORATION
LABPLAS
LAMOTTE CORPORATION
LAXCO
LAZAR RESEARCH LABORATORIES
LEVO
LONZA, INC.
MACRON FINE CHEMICALS
MAPA
MARKET FORGE INDUSTRIES
MARVEL GROUP
MAXIM BIOTECH
MAYBRIDGE
MEDGEN
MEDIQUE
MEDTRONIC, INC.
METROHM
METTLER TOLEDO
MICRO ESSENTIAL LABORATORY
MICROBIOLOGICS
MICROFLEX
MICRONOVA MANUFACTURING, INC.
MILLIPORESIGMA
MILTEX INSTRUMENT COMPANY
MIRUS BIO
MOLDEX METRIC, INC.
MOTT MANUFACTURING
MP BIOMEDICALS
MSA
MYSTIARE
NASCO FT. ATKINSON
NATIONAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
NATIONAL PACKAGING SERVICES
NEUTEC GROUP
NEWELL RUBBERMAID
NILRFSK OF AMERICA, INC.
NITRITEX NORDON
NOVUS BIOLOGICALS
OHAUS CORPORATION
OMNI INTERNATIONAL, INC.
ORS NASCO
PARTRER MEDICAL
PARR INSTRUMENT COMPANY
PELICAN PRODUCTS, INC.
PERFEXCORP
PHARMCO AAPER
PIERCE USA, INC.
PLAS-LABS, INC.
PLASTICOID COMPANY, INC.
PROMEGA
PROPER MANUFACTURING
PROTECTIVE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
PURITAN MEDICAL
PURIS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
PYRAMEX SAFETY PRODUCTS
PYREX
QORPAK
OSONICA
QUAKE HOLD
R&D SYSTEMS
REICHEL, INC.
RESTEK CORPORATION
RETIC
RHEODYNE
RICKER CHEMICAL
ROTRONIC
RUBBERMAID COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS
S-CURVE TECHNOLOGIES
SAINT-GOBAIN
SARTORIUS CORPORATION
SCIENTIFIC CELL COMPANY
SCOTT SAFETY
SENSIDYNE, INC.
SEWARD LABORATORY SYSTEMS
SGE (TRAJAN)
SHOWA GLOVES
SIMULADS, INC.
SONOCO PROTECTIVE SOLUTIONS
SOUTHERNBIOTECH
SP INDUSTRIES, INC.
SPECTROLINE
SPECTRUM LABORATORIES
SPX CERTIPREP
SPX SAMPLEPREP
SPLASH SHIELD, INC.
STEIMGEN
STERIS CORPORATION
STREAMLIGHT, INC.
SUPERIOR UNIFORM GROUP, INC.
TECHNIGLOVE INTERNATIONAL, INC.
TEMPSHIELD USA
THERMO SAFE
THERMO SCIENTIFIC
BARNSTEAD
BIOLITE
BIOMATE
CAPITOL VAL
CHROMACOL
EVOLUTION
FORMA
HERACELL
HERATHERM
LAB VISION
MAS
MATRIX
MICROGENICS
MICROM
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
NAGENE
NANODROP
NATIONAL
THOROME (CONT’D.)
NERL DIAGNOSTICS
NITON
NUC
ORION
OWL
OXID
PORTABLE ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTS
PICOSPIN
PROTEIN BIOLOGY
REMEL
REVCO
RADIATION DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT
SAVANT
SORIALL
SPECTROSCOPY
TEMPERATURE CONTROL PRODUCTS
TANS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
TINGLEY RUBBER COMPANY
TINTOMETER, INC.
TOCRISE
TOVATECH
TROEMNER LLC
TUBEWRITER
UPCHURCH SCIENTIFIC
VELTEK ASSOCIATES, INC.
VF IMAGEWEAR, INC.
VIDAR CORPORATION
VILEDA
VISTALAB TECHNOLOGIES
W.A. HAMMOND DRIERITE COMPANY
WALDMANN LIGHTING
WARING PRODUCTS
WATSON-MARLOW
WEARWELL
WELCH ILIVAC
WELLS LAMONT
WHEATON
WHITE SWAN BRANDS
WILMAD-LABGLASS
WORKRITE
W.S. TYLER
YOUNGSTOWN BARREL AND DRUM
YSI, INC.
ZEISS
ZOLL MEDICAL CORPORATION

Note: Blue font denotes suppliers for whom Fisher Scientific is the exclusive national channel for all or part of the product line.
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In the United States:
For customer service, call 1-800-766-7000
To fax an order, use 1-800-926-1166
To order online: fishersci.com